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Ellen Schaefer-Salins: The Looking-Glass Self 

Lewis Carroll’s, Through the Looking-Glass (1871), was the inspiration for the 

psychological theory, the Looking-Glass Self, created by Charles Horton Cooley.  

This theory was developed in 1902 and explains that people learn to understand 

themselves through their perceptions of how other people are viewing them. People 

can see themself in a looking-glass and develop an opinion of how they look but the 

opinion will be impacted by the thoughts of how others will perceive them.  George 

Herbert Mead expanded on the ideas of Cooley and Symbolic Interaction was 

conceived.  This theory looks at the perceptions of one’s interaction with others on 

the concept of self. 

This lecture will mainly discuss the impact that Through the Looking-Glass had on 

the psychological theories of The Looking-Glass Self and Symbolic Interactionism.  

As you read Through the Looking-Glass and Wonderland, Alice is continually 

wondering who she is and what is her identity.  She is a strong character who does 

not seem bothered by the opinions, thoughts, and interactions of others as shown 

when she is mistaken for Mary-Ann in Wonderland or becomes a Queen in Looking-

Glass.  She is teased, bullied, and questioned, yet she stands her ground and is 

confident with strangers and strange animals talking to her.   

The writings of Lewis Carroll influenced other psychological theories as well that 

will be discussed briefly.  These theories include the Dodo Effect, the Alice in 

Wonderland Syndrome, the Mad Hatter Syndrome, the White Rabbit Syndrome, the 

Snark Syndrome, and the Red Queen Effect.  Lewis Carroll was brilliant in writing 

about the psychology of his characters and this shows in the number of theories and 

syndromes that he had an influence on especially the Looking-Glass Self. 

Keywords: psychological theory; perception; concept of self; identity; syndromes 
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Katherine Wakely-Mulroney: Reflections and Transparencies: Through the 

Looking-Glass and Sylvie and Bruno 

In Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There (1871), characters and 

concepts are  indelibly linked: dreaming and waking, red and white chess pieces, 

Tweedledum and Tweedledee,  cabbages and kings. The text itself is inseparable 

from its predecessor, Alice’s Adventures in  Wonderland (1865), forming the second 

half of what is often approached as a single two-volume  story. But what happens to 

our understanding of Looking-Glass when the text is instead paired with  Sylvie and 

Bruno (1889), the adjacent link in Lewis Carroll’s chain of fantasy novels?   

Like Looking-Glass, Sylvie and Bruno is premised on duality. It contains a range of 

mirrored  scenes, character doubles, and asks us to consider how the world of 

dreams reflects waking life (and  vice versa). Unlike Looking-Glass, however, Sylvie 

and Bruno explicitly communicates Carroll’s  most deeply held beliefs concerning 

religion, morality, technology, and art, providing  unprecedented access to his inner 

life. The author’s effort to reflect himself in his writing resulted in  commercial and 

critical failure. While Looking-Glass is celebrated on its sesquicentenary, Sylvie  and 

Bruno has been largely forgotten.   

This paper considers how our critical and aesthetic appreciation of Looking-Glass is 

enhanced by  reading the text as a precursor to an experimental, neglected work 

rather than as a sequel to a well known, acclaimed work. Drawing on the distinction 

between symptomatic reading, wherein texts  are believed to possess veiled 

meaning, and surface reading, wherein critics respond to “what is  evident [and] 

perceptible . . . in texts; what is neither hidden nor hiding,” I consider how 

Carroll’s  attempt at transparency in Sylvie and Bruno demands a reassessment of 

Looking-Glass’s  uncertainties. We cannot adequately reflect on Carroll’s work of 

1871 without taking his later 1 fiction into account, particularly a text presented, 

from its epigraph onward, as Looking-Glass’s  reverse image.   

 

Keywords: Looking-Glass, Sylvie and Bruno, surface reading, duality, critical 

reception   
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Hayley Flynn: Mirrors of the Mind – Optical Technology and Dream Theory 

in the Work of Lewis Carroll 

 

In both the horizontal mirror of Alice’s underground world and the more literal, 

vertical mirror of the Looking-Glass land, Carroll guides us through the boundary 

and into the mirror world, which is a distorted version of our own. I would suggest in 

this paper that this concept at the heart of the Alice books draws upon Carroll’s 

interest in optical technology as well as contemporary discussions about the function 

of the mind to explore the unreliability of our own perceptions. 

In his diary, Carroll considered the similarities between dream and insanity and, in 

doing so, reflected upon our inability to distinguish between the real and unreal. 

This was very much a contemporary concern, addressed by both authors of fiction 

and scientists researching the function of the mind. The theme arises continuously 

throughout Carroll’s writing, where he uses dream, as well as visual tricks 

recognisable from contemporary optical technology, to make his characters and his 

readers question what is real. This is also an interest he shared with George 

MacDonald, who similarly raises questions about the reliability of human perception 

in his own fiction using dream and mirror reflections. 

Jonathan Potter’s excellent Discourses of Vision in Nineteenth-Century Britain 

acknowledges that forms of visual technology such as the magic lantern became 

ideal metaphors for ‘non-rational forms of thought and perception’, including dream. 

I would go further than this to suggest that the mirror distortions of optical 

technology provided new ways of thinking about the reliability of the mind, at the 

same time that they provided new ways of representing that function. I would also 

argue that the combination of optical technology with research into the function of 

the mind, visible in Carroll’s writing, became an important part of Victorian fantasy 

and influenced the future of that genre. 

 

Keywords: dream, reflection, distortion, technology, fantasy. 
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Hannah Helm: “Excitable, emotional, prone to fantasy? Textbook case of 

female hysteria”: Mirrors and Madness in Disney’s Alice Through the 

Looking Glass (2016) 

 

This paper explores how representations of the mirror in Disney’s live-action film 

Alice Through the Looking Glass (2016) are linked to nineteenth-century beliefs about 

female madness. Drawing on theoretical approaches that examine madness and 

material culture (Coleborne, 2001; Majerus, 2017), I highlight how representations of 

femininity and madness are emphasised in the film through mirrored objects. I 

contextualise this argument using comparator points from Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looking-Glass (1871), arguing 

that literary ideas about the looking-glass are taken by Disney and reinforced through 

live-action film adaptation in the twenty-first century. In doing so, I analyse how the 

mirror is pivotal to Alice’s adventures, but it also links back to Carroll’s fantasy 

literature and much nineteenth-century thinking about female madness that 

permeated his Victorian society. Through film, Disney draws on the connection 

between mirrors and madness to reinforce how Alice’s adventures are antithetical to 

normative feminine behaviour. For example, Alice escapes to Wonderland through the 

looking-glass, and she becomes trapped in an asylum after she re-enters Victorian 

England through the mirror; she is diagnosed with female hysteria as punishment for 

choosing agency and adventure over subordination. The looking-glass in Carroll’s 

sequel Through the Looking-Glass has routinely been examined in relation to power 

struggles and concepts of self and other (Goodall, 2016; Arlandis, 2018). However, 

explorations of the mirror in Disney’s live-action film adaptation have evaded 

scholarly attention. Bringing Alice Through the Looking Glass into dialogue with 

material culture and madness, this paper demonstrates how the mirror can be newly 

imagined. Connections between Carroll’s Alice books and Disney film ultimately 

reveal how the mirror, as an object, is bound up in and serves to ‘reflect’ attitudes 

towards female madness. 

 

Keywords: Alice Through the Looking Glass; Disney; Lewis Carroll; Mirrors; 

Madness 
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Rebecca Gibson: Through the Broken, Melted Looking Glass: Examining the 

Mirror Universe of the Matrix with regard to Carrollian Metaphors 

In the 1999 movie The Matrix, directed by the Wachowskis, Morpheus (played by 

Laurence Fishburne) tells Neo (played by Keanu Reeves) to “follow the White Rabbit” 

for clues about the titular Matrix, and then invites him to “see how deep the rabbit 

hole goes” by taking a red pill, and entering the real world/leaving the Matrix. Neo’s 

entry into the real world, and subsequent abandoning of his “human” identity of 

“Thomas A. Anderson,” is signified by the imagery of a broken, melted mirror. As Neo 

is introduced to the crew of Morpheus’s ship, he notices a shattered mirror, which then 

coalesces as he gapes at it, reforming with no cracks at all. He reaches out and touches 

the mirror, which clings to his fingers, coats his hand, travels up his arm, and 

eventually pours down his screaming throat, causing him to wake violently in a pod of 

pink goo—he has left The Matrix and entered the real world. This transition is both 

metaphorical and literal, with the ship’s crew in permanent liminality, and much of 

Neo’s journey mirrors Alice’s. Neo must eat and drink mysterious things to progress in 

his new world, the melted looking glass goes through him, the people around him 

speak in codes and riddles and gibberish, and while he can go back to the Matrix, he 

can never again fully be a part of it, just as Alice feels apart from the world above after 

her trip to Wonderland. At the end, he is reborn as The One (an anagram of Neo), yet 

his powers only work when tapped into the Matrix framework. In this presentation, I 

will explore how the Wachowskis employed the themes of liminality, transition, and 

rebirth in their most famous work, and what they signified with the broken melting 

looking glass. 

Keywords: The Matrix, rabbit hole, broken mirror 
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Francesca Arnavas - Lewis Carroll’s Looking-Glass: In between Fairy Tale 

Magic Mirror and Victorian Glassworld 

 

In fairy tales, mirrors are notoriously figures of paramount importance: “Snow 

White”, The Snow Queen”, “Beauty and the Beast” are just a few extremely popular 

examples of classic fairy tales in which the mirror plays a relevant role. Mirrors are 

made of glass: in French, glace and miroir are two interchangeable words, and the 

Victorian Age has been famously defined by Isobel Armstrong a “glassworld”, an era 

characterised by what she calls “a many-faceted poetics of glass”. Lewis Carroll’s 

reflections on glass and mirror in Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found 

There are positioned in dialogue with this complex nexus – the fairy tale tradition of 

magic mirrors on the one hand, and the peculiar significance of glass in Victorian 

times on the other. This paper aims at exploring how Carroll’s Looking-Glass re-

elaborates and plays with motifs and inputs from these two backgrounds, using 

concepts taken from the cognitive sciences to further expand the analysis. 

 

In particular, first, the paper highlights the reversal of typical fairy tale-related 

expectations Carroll’s book realises, using the concept of cognitive deixis to 

illuminate his narrative techniques. In Through the Looking-Glass, Carroll initiated 

what will later become a prominent feature of post-modern fairy tales, which is 

“holding a mirror to the magic mirror of the fairy tale, playing with its framed 

images out of a desire to multiply its refractions and to expose its artifices” 

(Bacchilega, Postmodern Fairy Tales 23). Second, the paper analyses how this is 

inserted in the Victorian glass culture, and how Carroll re-interprets the 

“paradoxical nature of glass”: the Looking-Glass Land can be seen as resembling the 

Crystal Palace as a space of hybridities and conflicting forms and meanings. 

Concepts such as conceptual blending and cognitive metaphor theory help to further 

substantiate the analysis. 

 

Keywords: mirror, fairy tales, Victorian glassworld, cognitive metaphor theory, 

cognitive deixis 
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Afrinul Haque Khan - Through the Prism of the Looking- Glass: Inversion, 

Emancipation and Power 

 

In my paper, I attempt to explore, through an analysis of Lewis Carroll’s Through 

the Looking- Glass and Lord Tennyson’s The Lady of Shalott, how Lewis Carroll’s 

text, uses the mirror as a tool to challenge the ideals and conventions that 

subjugated the women and restricted their lives to the domestic spheres during the 

Victorian Age. According to Olive M. Stone, “When Queen Victoria ascended the 

throne in 1837 the status of women in England was probably as low as it had been 

throughout the whole of recorded history.” Through the Looking-Glass, through a 

complete reconfiguration of power dynamics, anticipates women’s emancipation and 

power. I intend to examine, how Lewis Carroll’s text, through a complete inversion 

of reality, attempts a radical  rethinking/dismantling of patriarchal structures of 

domination and oppression which led 

the women to suffer multiple dispossessions. 

 

Keywords: Lewis Carrol, Looking-Glass, Inversion, Emancipation, Power 
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Bridget Blankley: Through the Looking Glass or Through the Lens: 

Redefinition and Reinvention 

Through the Looking Glass could be thought of as the as the original reinvention 

novel. More recent authors, such as Virginia Woolf (Orlando) 1 and Bharati 

Mukherjee (Jasmine) 2 could be said to have followed Lewis Carroll’s example by 

creating literary protagonists who invent and reinvent themselves over and over 

again. Protagonists that can be likened to Alice herself when she says, ‘ … I know 

who I was when I got up this morning, but I think I must have been changed several 

times since then.  

Such literary figures have long been the subject of critical evaluation. Less well 

studied, however, is the ways in which this literary tradition relates to artistic 

exploration of similar themes, such as reinvention and personal identity. This paper 

combines my research interests in Art History and Literature by examining views of 

expected identity through the lenses of Lewis Carroll’s Alice and, almost one-

hundred and fifty years later, Nikki S. Lee’s photographs as part of her artwork 

Projects. 3 Whereas Alice’s, imaginary, expectations are transformed via the mirror, 

Lee’s transforms herself via dress, makeup and camera angles. Lee claims that, 

although temporary, her identities are still real.  

I will argue that Lee’s various personas are as fantastic as Alice’s and that, she is , 

in fact, inhabiting her own looking glass world in which she represents a pastiche of 

her assumed identities, never really fitting in and never really accepted.  

Keywords: Identity, Self-perception, Photography 

1 Virginia Woolf, Orlando: A Biography (London:  Vintage Classics, 2016). 

2 Bharati Mukherjee, Jasmine (London: Virago, 1991). 

3 International Centre of Photography, ‘Nikki S Lee’, ICP Constituents, 2014 

&lt;https://www.icp.org/browse/archive/constituents/nikki-s-lee?all/all/all/all/0&gt; 

[accessed 18 June 2021]. 
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Roundtable: Modernism in Wonderland: Lewis Carroll’s Modernist Afterlife 

 

Chair: John Morgenstern (Clemson University) 

 

Participants: 

Michelle Witen (Europa-Universität Flensburg) 

David Conlon (Maynooth University) 

Michelle Moore (College of Dupage) 

Ann Martin (University of Saskatchewan) 

Jessica McCort (Point Park University) 

 

This roundtable focuses on the modernist afterlife of Lewis Carroll’s fictions. Testing 

the authority of language and mediation through extensive word-play and genre- 

bending, the Alice books undoubtedly prefigure literary modernism at its most 

experimental. However, Carroll’s influence extended far beyond literary style, 

intertextually pervading many facets of modernism, including commercial culture, 

politics, spatiality, the nonhuman, ethnography, feminism, philosophy, the new 

physics, etc. Thus, modernist reworkings of Alice not only show us the Alice we 

recognize from Carroll’s novels but also the Alice modernist writers encountered 

through the looking-glass of these extraliterary discourses. 

 

Using their contributions to the upcoming edited collection, Modernism in 

Wonderland (Bloomsbury 2022), as a starting point, the participants of this 

roundtable will examine responses to and variations of Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass in the works of Kate Chopin, Sylvia 

Plath, Elizabeth Bowen, Jorge Luis Borges, and Dorothy Sayers. The format we 

have in mind would be for each speaker to talk for 5-8 minutes. The panel would 

pivot around particular passages from Carroll and a discussion of how each author 

approaches and reinterprets these passages in their works. We would touch upon 

ecocriticism, the nonhuman, commodity culture, ethnography, childhood/adolescence 

studies, genre, narrative strategies, and intertextuality. To ensure dialogue and 

conversation, we will pre-circulate our pieces to each other, and determine order 

based on direct responses to the talking points of the previous speaker. We would 

also aim to leave room at the end for questions/further discussion. 

 

Keywords: Carroll reinterpreted, modernism, intertextuality, literary theory, 

childhood/adolescence 
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Amanda Kennel: Roundtable: Mirrors and Space in/and Art  

  

Abstract  

We tend to conceive of mirrors in terms of who they reflect rather than what they 

reflect: Sleeping Beauty’s stepmother is beautiful in person, but the magic mirror 

reveals her true self, while mundane mirrors put the lie to vampires’ human 

appearance.  Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There reminds us 

that mirrors reflect the world around the people staring into them.  Mirrors harbor 

and manipulate space.  Our understanding of mirror space is integral to our 

interpretation of Looking-Glass, but artists and curators have drastically changed 

that understanding since 1871.  This roundtable delves into how art has changed 

our comprehension of mirrors in the last 150 years.  Each participant will speak 

briefly before all engage in an extended discussion of how we understand space in 

and around mirrors today.  

  

Art that incorporates mirrors challenges the distinction between real and imagined 

space, potentially blurring the borders between Wonderland and home.  Thus, 

Amanda Kennell (Assistant Teaching Professor, North Carolina State University) 

and Rika Hiro (Visiting Assistant Professor, Occidental College) examine recent 

artists who worked in the medium.  Kennell discusses Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity 

Mirror Room installations within the context of Kusama’s long-running 

identification as the Modern Alice, while Hiro tracks how Tetsumi Kudō employed 

mirrors to expand the space of his imagination in opposition to Japan’s increasingly 

polished, sterile urban landscape.  Our perspective is also affected by how art is 

presented to us.  Accordingly, Charlotte Horlyck (Senior Lecturer in Korean Art, 

SOAS), curator of the V&A’s The Art of Reflection: Mirrors, Messages and Magic, 

reflects on the ritual use of mirrors in pre-modern Korea.  Finally, Peter Sachs 

Collopy (University Archivist and Head of Archives and Special Collections, 

California Institute of Technology) addresses how digital technologies affect our 

understanding of mirrors by evaluating art historical discourses that equate video 

art to a mirror.    

 

Keywords: Art history; Exhibition; Digital humanities; Visual studies; Spaciality   
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Amy de Nobriga - Unseen Narratives: Data visualisation Through the 

Looking Glass 

This paper considers how data-visualisation can map the looking-glass and the 

theme of ‘choice’ that traverse throughout Caroll’s text. Data collection and 

visualisation are illustrative methods used to analyse the language in the text 

through distant reading, a method that seeks to map the text as data as opposed to a 

complete piece of prose. Utilising Euclidean geometry is a means of topologizing the 

possibilities embedded in the narrative, and subsequently the alternative 

trajectories for both Alice and Dodgson. As such, this paper proffers the following 

question: can geometry be used to visualise data from the text in unforeseen ways to 

explore the probabilities and possibilities? 

The mirror, as both a material object and a conduit for reflection and multiplicities, 

can be understood as a portal to parallel happenings between Dodgson’s life and the 

narrative within the text. If we are to believe that an atom can exist in an infinite 

number of places at any one time, up until the point that it is seen, then potentially 

all possibilities exist until a choice is made. Can Dodgson’s mirror allow us to view 

the infinite? Are the choices made by Alice, a manifestation of the unseen choices 

that could, should, were and are made by Dodgson in a different moral universe? 

Utilising mathematical and systematic methods, via data-visualisation, allows for 

illuminating the text and its themes in unforeseen ways. Therefore, through 

studying the looking-glass as a manifestation of ‘choice’, this paper seeks to examine 

Dodgson’s multiverse, where familiarity becomes uncanny, possibilities infinite and 

‘a world in which things go every way except the way they are supposed to’ 

(Gardener, M. 1965). 

Keywords: Choice, data-visualisation, distant reading, parallel narratives, 

infinities. 
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Kate Bailey and Harriet Reed -  “Curiouser and Curiouser”: VR at the V&A 

 

The V&A’s new exhibition ‘Alice: Curiouser and Curiouser’ celebrates the 

continuously inspiring works of Lewis Carroll, tracing their origins from the 19th 

century to global cultural dissemination in the 21st century. In this presentation, 

Lead Curator Kate Bailey and Assistant Curator Harriet Reed trace the processes of 

making the exhibition through a Looking-Glass lens. From the exhibition conception 

(how to curate Carroll’s sequel throughout 5 thematic sections) to the integration of 

the DNA of Looking-Glass into the exhibition design and visitor experience. A VR 

experience created by Preloaded especially for the exhibition was commissioned to 

take visitors literally into another dimension. In this experience, ideas of virtual 

realities and traversing from real to imaginary reflect concepts of the 21st century 

looking-glass. For the exhibition finale, video designers Luke Halls Studio created a 

finale looking-glass experience that blends sound, projection and lighting to evoke 

themes, narratives and ideas of the book from quantum physics to chess to 

empowerment. With insights into exhibition-making, new technologies and 

experiential spaces, this presentation explores how Looking-Glass continues to be a 

portal to new creativity. 

Keywords: exhibitions; curation; VR technology; video design; exhibition design 
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Filipus Gilang Wicaksono - Alternate worlds as a means of escape and 

reflect on the self: an examination of Wonder.Land (2015) 

This paper will explore Wonder.Land (2015), a musical adaptation of Lewis Carroll’s 

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looking-Glass (1871), 

and how it utilises an alternate -virtual- world as an escape for adolescent troubles 

and, ultimately, a means to discover selfhood. The musical follows teenager Aly as 

she finds herself attached to Wonder.Land, a popular mobile app. Bullied by her 

peers and caught in the midst of a parental divorce, Wonder.Land offers her a place 

to escape her bleak reality. There, she exists through Alice, an in-game avatar who 

befriends other people whose avatars are inspired by characters from Carroll’s 

works. True to its digital theme, the musical is multimodal, utilising projections to 

illustrate the Wonder.Land as a game. As such, the notion of Wonderland as a 

virtual world plays to the posthuman mythos of computational technology as a 

means of escaping reality. Aly and her online friends are outcasts, Treating 

Wonder.Land as an escape by creating an idealised reimagination of themselves. 

Through the avatars cleverly depicts Carroll’s characters as distorted mirrors of the 

players’ real-life troubles. The musical treats Wonder.Land and Alice as medium for 

reflection, a looking glass to help Aly understand herself better in the midst of her 

teenage problems. 

Keywords: theatrical adaptation, virtual worlds, selfhood 
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Nick Coates The Alice Code: looking-glass thinking for innovators 

Alice has been studied from so many angles, it’s surprising that not more has been 

written about the implications for creativity and innovation. Perhaps Carroll’s 

impact on the cultural and visual arts has been so strong that some of the more 

tangential connections to other creative fields have been understated. 

  

However, in my own commercial practice over the last 10 years - in the field of 

consumer psychology, co-creation and insight - Alice has been a constant source of 

inspiration. It’s a kind of work in which we are trying to do two things: (1) access the 

emotional and irrational dimensions of consumer psychology and behaviour (‘thick’ 

not ‘thin’ data) and (2) engage the imagination and a child-like sense of possibility 

(ideation without rules, pre-conceptions or constraints). 

  

Because consumers and our clients have embedded assumptions about what’s 

possible, we need tools and techniques (and spaces) that facilitate dreaming, 

wonder, imagination, stepping into alternate realities. This isn’t fantasy so much as 

a healthy approach to anticipating societal, economic and technological changes 

(where today’s reality is an unhelpful starting point). It’s a way of thinking and 

collaborating that has led to new oral care devices, McDonald’s restaurant of the 

future, Spotify’s mood search and much more (which I can share with the audience). 

  

I’m starting to see the people and places in the Alice books as moves in what I’m 

calling the Alice Code, a language of imagining / reimagining that allows us to 

systematically and deliberately deconstruct and rebuild ideas (for new products, 

services, experiences). A generative tool to turn banal workshops into wonderlands. 

  

The looking-glass is a special case: mirrors don’t just reflect, they invert, they 

distort, they represent a threshhold. In our work this shows up in the exercises we 

deploy, e.g: 

• World Without: absence not presence (a la Cheshire Cat) 

• Tantrums: encouraging extremes (a la Tweedledum/Tweedledee) 

• Brand Swap: connecting things that shouldn’t exist (a la Looking Glass 

insects) 

• Constraint Casino: portmanteau-style synectics game (add/remove or 

shrink/enlarge) 

• This is not a spoon: encouraging subjective interpretations (humpty-dumpty 

style) 

• Battles: deliberately encouraging people to take sides, and swap sides 

I’d love to try out my take on the Alice Code, share the way it’s connected to and 

inspires the creative process, show examples from our work, and perhaps try out a 

few games or puzzles live with the audience. 
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Adriana Peliano Alicescope of Alicedelic Alicinations 

 

 
 

 

 

Looking Glass, the Impossible and the Dream. The chessboard that crosses Lewis 

Carroll's Through the Looking Glass what Alice found there (1871) is moved by 

enigmatic paths, unpredictable curvatures, impossible geometries. The logic is 

subverted while Alice ventures into an inverted world where one has to run as fast 

as possible to stay in the same place. The world that Alice sees through the mirror in 

the house is very similar as far as her vision reaches "only that ahead it can be 

completely different". Alice envisions a quantum reality, plunging into the field of 

infinite possibilities. New Alices in multiple arts and languages proposes a game 

between tradition and artistic freedom. Rather than explaining the text, the search 

for fidelity is challenged by the attraction to the strange and enigmatic. Marcel 

Duchamp was convinced that the artist, like Alice in Wonderland, would “be led to 

pass through the looking-glass of the retina, to reach a more profound expression”. 

Now I ask myself: what artists defy the  stereotypes, daring new alicedelic 

alicinations? 

 

I intend to give examples of few artists trough three main lens: 

Looking Glass: Abelardo Morell, Yayoi Kusama, Suzy Lee. 

Impossible: John Vernon Lord, Iassen Giuseliev. 

Dream: Jan Svankmajer, Maggie Taylor, Adriana Peliano (myself). 

 

Keywords: Art; Illustration; Looking Glass; Impossible; Dream. 
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Jade Dillon: Breaking Through the Looking Glass: (Re)Imagining Alice 

through Visual Representation 

This paper focuses on the visual iconography of the ‘Alice’ figure created in Lewis 

Carroll’s Alice books, and it traces the progression of Alice’s characterisation 

through multimodal platforms including illustration and fine art photography. It 

investigates the altering dynamic of the ‘Alice’ figure through a close reading of 

selected and representational visual texts. These multimodal representations 

inaugurate a new sense of identity that merges with the overall idea of Alice. This 

presentation considers Alice as a kind of collective and ongoing iconotext; she is an 

amalgam of image and narrative character that transcends her literary origins. The 

images allow Alice to outgrow the text and give us an Alice that is far more 

developed than the singular character who appears in the written form. 

Analysing photography in relation to visual analysis can be defined as a ‘mirror with 

a memory’ (Collier & Collier, 1986, p. 7), a form of expression that exceeds words 

and limitations. John and Malcolm Collier argue that ‘the camera is another 

instrumental extension of our senses, one that can record on a low scale of 

abstraction. The camera, by its optical character, has whole vision’ (Collier & Collier, 

1986, p. 7). Lizbeth Goodman argues that ‘the public and private spheres are 

separated by windows and doors ... it is useful to keep track of which spaces woman 

(and girls) are allowed to enter and to exit. The window is also a kind of mirror, as in 

Through the Looking Glass: a mirror of self-image and of imagination’ (Goodman, 

1996, p. 22). The notion of mirroring within the Alice stories is relevant, particularly 

when examining the visual representations of the Wonderland adaptations. Thus, 

this paper will examine the notion of selfhood, reflections and mirroring through 

illustration and fine art photography. 

Keywords: illustration; fine art photography; selfhood; identity; reflection 
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Nilce M. Pereira: Illustrations and Illustrators of “Looking-Glass House” 

This presentation will examine a selection of illustrations for the opening chapter of 

Through the Looking-Glass, “Looking-Glass House”. From John Tenniel’s classical 

wood-engravings, which have been reprinted in numerous English editions, 

translations and adaptations of the book worldwide, to the contemporary multi-

technique images by Brazilian artist Rosângela Rennó, the illustrations for this 

particular chapter have caught the eye of readers and critics alike, not only because 

they usually deal with the transition of Alice between the universes of the drawing-

room in her house and the drawing-room in Looking-Glass Land (and, thus, with the 

symbolism of the mirror as a doorway to another dimension) but also because of the 

properties and logics of reflection, which have similarly raised attention in terms of 

how Alice’s getting through the looking-glass itself is portrayed. Concentrating on 

the specific moment each artist chose to represent in the passage and the point of 

view from which the scenes are presented, I will discuss how these aspects of book 

illustration are crucial in emphasising these symbolisms as well as evidencing 

narration in various forms in the visual medium. In addition to Tenniel, illustrators 

such as Mervin Peake, Peter Newell, Dagmar Berková will be considered. 

 

Keywords: looking-glass; illustration; illustrator; moment of choice; point of view 
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Adam Paxman: It Came from the Glass Curtain!  

Key words: reflection, metanarrative, speculative, illustration, existential 

Have you ever noticed that in Sir John 

Tenniel’s otherwise painstakingly reversed 

illustration of Alice emerging into the 

Looking-Glass House, Alice herself lacks a 

reflection? If so, did you ever stop to consider – 

and speculate on – the philosophical or 

narrative implications of this omission*, or 

about the existence of the missing in action 

Mirror Image Alice (or MIA, if you will) and 

what might have befallen her in Alice’s 

drawing room, and beyond? 

I propose to present a visual essay – equal 

parts personal reflection, illustrated 

speculative fiction, thought experiment – in 

order to explore a mystery that has perhaps 

been hiding in plain sight (though invisible) for one hundred and fifty years. 

I intend for the tone of this piece to be accessible, reflective – pardon the pun – and 

even humorous, rather than conventionally academic. Through absurd dead-ends, 

ambiguity and a healthy dollop of metanarrative, it seeks to enliven conversations 

around Carroll’s works and present new questions for Carrollians, academics and 

fans of Alice to mull over, hopefully inspiring the audience to consider and 

appreciate Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There in a new light. 

The format of the presentation is open to negotiation with organisers, hosts and 

members of the Lewis Carroll Society. A twenty-minute or longer presentation with 

screen-sharing of visuals (illustrations and annotations on structured slides) seems 

most appropriate and inclusive-for-all before the “greenlighting” of the project. I 

would be more than happy to discuss the project, its connotations and audience 

reactions in a breakout discussion / seminar. 

 

*Beyond, say, Alice being a vampire. 
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Nicholas Schilero - Through the Looking-Glass, Einstein, Gödel, Euclid and 

Infinity 

Wonderful parallels between Albert Einstein and Kurt Gödel have been elucidated 

by writers like journalist Jim Holt. Similarly, Lewis Carroll – reverend, 

mathematician, logician, amateur magician, pioneering photographer, and, 

foremost, beloved children’s author -- in life and his works, mirrors both. 

But this is a looking-glass lens of reversal as well as reflection, of duality and 

asymmetry as much as identity, and, no less, recursion, infinity, and, of course, 

paradox. The Alice books, in particular, are perhaps as iconic to children’s literature 

as are Einstein’s special and general theories of relativity to theoretical physics or as 

Gödel’s incompleteness theorems are to mathematical logic. But the tripartite 

associations run plenty deeper, from underground Wonderland adventures to 

blackhole singularities and the very foundations of mathematics, to much more (ad 

infinitum?). Like theoretical connections: Carroll’s Euclid and His Modern Rivals 

and the significance of non-Euclidean geometry (relativity’s space- time,  

metamathematics’ onset); or his Tortoise infinite regress argument against 

reasoning itself. Also there’s the literary allusions: blackhole-like rabbit-holes, 

looking-glass logic and self-reference; spatial warping, time distortion, and 

relativity; even a little unease over a poison snack, a Hatter gone mad (mercury 

poisoning?), and an especially prescient relationship between madness and strict 

(ir)rationality. And finally, there’s the parallels across his life, personality, and 

passions. Such as his contributions to the still-nascent field of photography – that is, 

of light, lens, and image, much like the looking-glass itself – in his desire to capture 

and freeze momentary points in time, foreshadowing Einstein’s time-dilation effect 

especially at the speed of light as well as Gödel’s ongoing commitment to 

demonstrate the impossibility of time outright. These and related parallels are 

explored throughout the present work. 

Keywords: Carroll, Einstein, Gödel, Euclid, infinity 
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Eric Gerlach The Looking-Glass, Opposites & Aristotle’s Logic 

 

I recently presented the incredible similarities between Aristotle’s ten logical 

categories and the order of events of Wonderland, the order of events of the Looking-

Glass, and the mixed ten of the Hunting of the Snark to the Lewis Carroll Society of 

North America, published in their Knight’s Letter (Spring 2020). 

 

If we look at the works of Carroll as tools for teaching the basic lessons of Aristotle’s 

logic and ethics, the ten logical categories, the four forms of proposition, and ethics 

as ballance between too much and too little, we can see two ways Carroll uses the 

mirror to represent opposed pairs in these forms of Aristotle in the Looking-Glass, 

sequel to Wonderland. 

 

Carroll first turns Aristotle’s list of categories on its head, starts with the lowest 

position of passion, the White Rabbit and Black Kitten, and ends with the highest of 

substance, the Trial of Tarts and Queen’s Banquet.  He keeps this consistent in both 

of Alice’s adventures, chapter by chapter, but inverts much of the first book in the 

second.  This is like a mirror, consistent and contradictory, exactly the same and 

completely opposed.  Thus, the White Rabbit outside in the summer and Black 

Kitten inside in the winter can both equally and oppositely represent passion. 

 

Second, Carroll uses the colors of red and white to represent emotional states 

consistently, and consistent with Aristotle, and particularly in the form of the 

Queens in the end of the Looking-Glass, on either side of Alice in two images, alert 

and opposed to each other and sleeping and together peacefully.  This fits with 

Aristotle’s positive and negative universal, all or none, propositional forms of reason, 

and also balance between timid and aggressive in ethics. 
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Bas Savenje Humpty Dumpty’s view on language under the magnifying 

glass 

One of the extraordinary aspects of Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice 

Found There is the character of Humpty Dumpty and his statements about the 

meaning of words. Humpty Dumpty is often seen as a caricature of the philologists 

in Carroll’s time. 

However, one of his statements (“When I use a word it means just what I choose it to 

mean”) bears a close resemblance to Carroll’s view, as formulated later in his life 

(“Any writer of a book is fully authorised in attaching any meaning he likes to any 

word or phrase he intends to use”). 

Carroll’s view about the meaning of words differs significantly from the general view 

on language in Victorian England, where the conception of language as a mirror of 

the concepts and things existing prior to language was dominating. With 

etymologists trying to trace back words to their roots and the philosophers’ neglect 

of the problems of language, Aristotelian ideas on language were still dominant, 

including their connection with his logic and essentalism. 

Although Carroll’s logic was heavily influenced by Aristotle, he opposed 

essentialism, not only in his logic (in line with his contemporaries De Morgan and 

Boole), but also in his view on language and – mainly through satire - in the Alice 

books. Carroll certainly was interested in the dynamics of natural language and the 

concept of ‘meaning’, especially in relation to his symbolic logic. 

The paper decribes the connection between Humpty Dumpty’s and Lewis Carroll’s 

statements about the meaning of words and analyses these statements in the 

context of the study of language in 19th century England, as well as the 

development of symbolic logic. Finally, it indicates how Carroll’s view foreshadowed 

later developments in the philosophy of language. 

Keywords: Philosophy of language, Victorian philology, essentialism, symbolic logic 
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Alice Gorman - An archaeological investigation of John Dee’s scrying glass 

and its connection to orbiting space habitats 

 

This paper is a provocation based on the idea of the looking glass as a scrying glass 

that can be used to perceive other worlds. In the British Museum is a polished 

obsidian mirror from Mexico, which belonged to Elizabethan astrologer and 

magician Dr John Dee (1527-1608), and which is held by some to be the ‘shew stone’ 

with which he conducted a series of magical workings with his collaborator Edward 

Kelley. In the Aztec empire at the time of the Spanish conquest, such mirrors played 

a role in divination. Dee and Kelley used the mirror to converse with angels, who 

revealed the Enochian Keys which have ever since been an obsession in occult 

circles. Dee used these workings to map a multi-levelled universe. While Lewis 

Carroll was only passingly acquainted with Dee’s work, he and his friend George 

MacDonald were obsessed with the altered dimensions of time and space which lay 

on the other side of the glass. My provocation, as an archaeologist who studies outer 

space, begins with the materiality of Dee’s obsidian mirror and its passage through 

the colonial trade networks. I will then consider mirrors and windows in orbiting 

space habitats, such as the International Space Station, and how they operate in a 

looking-glass world that has already 

turned terrestrial perceptions topsy-turvy. 

 

Keywords: John Dee, scrying, space station, archaeology, obsidian 
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Celia Brown: Dee and Carroll’s Smoking Mirrors 

Lewis Carroll’s looking-glass is a 

special kind of mirror: it dissolves 

into a kind of mist, allowing a 

human being to pass through. 

Furthermore, the little girl Alice 

is transformed by her passage 

through it: she floats down the 

stairs to leave the looking-glass 

house like a ghostly apparition. 

The various strange characters 

moving across a chessboard 

landscape that she encounters 

also emerge abruptly out of 

‘nowhere’. These features are 

clues to the author’s intended 

frame of reference. 

The mirror bears considerable 

similarity in its functions to an Aztec obsidian Smoking Mirror purportedly enabling 

communication with ‘other’ worlds. Carroll’s book collection shows that he was 

interested in ghost stories, astrology and spiritualist conundrums; was he familiar 

with John Dee’s smoking mirror, of Aztec origin, now in the British Museum? 

Elizabeth 1’s astrologer and consultant claimed he could make contact with 

supernatural beings he designated as ‘angels’ using this obsidian ‘shew-stone’ and 

thus scry into the future. Some of Carroll’s looking-glass characters are capable of 

clairvoyance: the White Queen applies sticking plaster before pricking her finger. 

Perhaps all the residents represent materializations of the long-deceased in history 

and myth, having also emerged through the mirror? In that case, Tweedledee could 

embody John Dee, seeing that DEE is significantly embroidered on his collar. In the 

chapter about the Tweedle twins, reference is made to branches of a tree making 

music without the agency of human hand, reminiscent of medium Daniel Dunglas 

Home’s accordion that could play autonomously.  Scientific investigation of 

paranormal phenomena were the goal of the Society for Psychical Research (SPR), of 

which Lewis Carroll was a founding member. Alice’s participation in a game of 

opposing chess pieces becomes an opportunity to hold up a spiritualist-scientific 

mirror to key historical debates about the nature of reality. 

 

Keywords: smoking mirror, clairvoyance, spiritualism, materialization 
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Joshua Rawleigh: “Through the Looking-Glass Darkly: The Mirror 

Theology of Alice’s Adventures” 

This paper argues for a theological interpretation of the image of the looking-

glass and the looking-glass world in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass and 

What Alice Found There (1865). In doing so, it connects Carroll’s novel to the mirror 

theology articulated by his friend and literary contemporary George MacDonald 

(1824-1905). MacDonald saw the mirror as a representation of the movement from 

the world of mundane reasoning to that of divine logic and thus a means by which 

the individual is enabled to progress toward a greater union with God. From this 

perspective, the looking-glass is something which has the capacity to change, mold, 

and perfect the soul into the divine image it reflects. Therefore, to MacDonald, the 

looking-glass is not merely a means of entering another world, but a means entering 

a truer world. I argue that Carroll follows MacDonald’s mirror theology and in doing 

so engages a long tradition of viewing the mirror as a vehicle of theosis. Dating back 

to the writings of St. Paul and the patristic period in the writings of figures such as 

Ephrem the Syrian, the relationship between the mirror and theosis was central to 

the romantic theology of nineteenth-century writers. Understanding Alice’s journey 

in the looking-glass world through this theological lens thus enables us to see her 

movements in the novel’s chess frame not as separate from the looking-glass 

imagery, but as intimately tied to it since both are about a sense of progress and 

self-development. Throughout the book, Carroll envisions his heroine moving along a 

path of theological actualization that leads her to apotheosis at the novel’s 

conclusion. Read in this way, Through the Looking-Glass is not merely a work of 

nonsense fiction but an expression of divine logic and its impact on the development 

of the soul.  

 

Keywords: theology, mirror, George MacDonald, theosis/apotheosis, chess 
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Karen Gardiner: “Must a name mean something?”: Concealing and 

revealing spiritual identity in Through the Looking Glass through 

Victorian Broad Church Philology. 

In St Paul’s two letters to the Churches in Corinth, there are two contrasting 

references to mirrors. In the first, the glass prevents the truth from being fully 

understood through concealing and distorting. In the second reference, in contrast, 

God’s glory is revealed in all its fulness through the mirror, and his followers become 

a reflection of that glory. 

Just as Paul refers to our present understanding as “seeing through a glass darkly”, 

so Alice is only able to see a small part of the Looking Glass world before she 

becomes part of it. This paper will explore how Alice’s experiences in the Looking 

Glass world are both disorientating and revelatory, with a focus on how the use of 

names, their meaning, and indeed their very existence, are used as a means of 

reflecting on concealed and revealed identity.  

Mid nineteenth century Broad Church philologists known to, and read by, Carroll, 

including Friedrich Max Müller, F. D. Maurice and Richard Chenevix Trench, whose 

philological ideas had in turn been influenced by the new theories of evolution, 

presented the argument that words, and in particular the names of words, are living 

things that are capable of spiritual evolution and devolution, leading us closer to, or 

further from, spiritual truth. An analysis of the chapter “Looking Glass Insects” will 

demonstrate what Humpty Dumpty and the White Knight will later make explicit: 

that is, that despite the Red Queen’s injunction to “remember who you are” in her 

journeys, Alice will discover that identity is not as straightforward as it might seem, 

and that names, just like mirrors, have the power to both conceal and reveal the 

truth. 

Keywords: Carroll, mirror, philology, theology, Müller 
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Luxin Yin Mirrors and Windows for Children: Grace Lin’s Tale of Childhood 

Suffering and Growth in Where the Mountain Meets the Moon  

 

The relationship of children’s literature to both 

globalisation and commercialisation is a hotly 

debated subject in the recent decade. Emer 

O’Sullivan (2011) has commented on how the 

United States’ children’s literature market is 

dominant through the efforts of “large media 

conglomerates whose publishing operations are 

small sections of their entertainment 

businesses” (Hade, 2002, p.  511). As one of 

those solution to domination of one-sided 

narrative under main stream shadow, 

O’Sullivan notes, “comparative children’s 

literature … is a genuine antidote to such 

romantic notions of international children’s 

literature (...)” (O'sullivan, 2011, p. 189). 

Similarly, I will address the “neglect or outright 

abuse of less aflluent children and historically 

oppressed groups” (Beeck, 2020, p. 5) through a 

trauma literature and comparative perspective by examining the American Chinese 

children’s book writer Grace Lin’s Where the Mountain Meets the Moon. Featuring 

blended Chinese and American style, it adapts Chinese mythologies and folklores into 

one big adventurous story, and the protagonist Minli is referred as the Chinese 

‘Dorothy’ in Wizard of Oz; however, little attention has been laid upon the Dragon who 

could compare with Alice in Through the Looking-Glass on the journey fight for their 

own identity and rights.  

The story reflects author Grace Lin’s Chinese-American identity, and how ethnic 

minority identities are conveyed in traditional “journey”-like literature in which a 

hero/heroine matures, undergoing a spiritual crisis and then reflecting upon their 

experience in order to recognise their position in the world. This essay examines such 

maturation narratives through a trauma literature perspective, drawing upon 

childhood suffering and holocaust narratives, then applies this perspective to Grace 

Lin’s adventure story. Significantly, Where the Mountain Meets the Moon 

demonstrates a “universalism” and “transnationalism”. The book’s appeal to children 

of all ethnicities, however, raises several questions: first, as a Chinese American, what 

childhood experiences does Lin hope to communicate to all children through Where 

the Mountain Meets the Moon? Second, what are the significances of a “journey”-like 

protagonist like Minli and her accompanying partner the Dragon?  

Key words: Mirrors; Windows; Childhood; Trauma; Psychology 
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Justine Houyaux: Kaleidoscopic Alices: Louis Aragon&#39;s Criticism of 

The First Two French Translations of Through the Looking-Glass and What 

Alice Found There 

 

Almost seventy years after the first publication of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, 

Surrealist poet Louis Aragon (1897-1982) finally provided French readers with a 

proper 

introduction to Lewis Carroll. While Carroll’s works were not unheard of in France, 

they had not prompted as much interest as they had in the English-speaking world, 

and certainly notas much passion as they would later on. 

 

Reception studies are, at their core, the examination of the afterlife of texts, not only 

of how they are perceived and received by given readers at a given time, but also, 

and 

above all, of how they create new meaning(s) throughout their spatial and temporal 

trajectories. In that respect, Louis Aragon’s &quot;Lewis Carroll en 1931&quot; (Le 

Surréalisme au service de la révolution, n°3, Dec. 1931) is of vital importance if we 

want to understand the way French-speakers apprehend and comprehend the Alice 

books, The Hunting of the Snark, and how we perceive the author himself. 

 

In his essay, Aragon evaluates the two French translations of Through the Looking- 

Glass and What Alice Found There (Fayet 1930 and Gilson 1931) of his time, and 

foreshadows the publishing/reception trajectory of Alice in France in the course of 

the 

following ninety years. Moreover, he paves the way for the multiple sets of dual 

readings of the French Alice (English/French, Victorian/Surrealist, Adult 

literature/Children’s literature), leading to our contemporary kaleidoscopic reception 

of Carroll’s works. 

 

This paper examines both translations in the light of Aragon’s criticism and 

purports 

to explore the early French reception of Through the Looking-Glass in its historical 

Interwar context. 

 

Keywords: Translation, Surrealism, reception studies, 1930s, publishing 

trajectories 
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Derrick McClure: Throwe the Keekin-Gless an Fit Ailice Funn There. 

To commemorate the sesquicentenary of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in 2015, 

the Lewis Carroll Society of North America held a conference in New York on 

translations of the book.  Prior to the conference, a world-wide call for new 

translations was put out; one of the many remarkable results of which was that 

Wonderland now exists in no fewer than nine different forms of Scots.  So far, 

however, I am the only one of the translators who has followed up the original 

project with a translation of Through the Looking-Glass; my medium being the 

North-East dialect of Scots, not only one of the best preserved in mainland Scotland 

but arguably the one with the richest literary tradition.  Both Alice books present 

obvious problems to any translator, and my aim in both translations was full 

equivalence: rhymed and metrical verses where these occur in the original, 

counterparts found for the puns and other forms of verbal humour and for Carroll’s 

literary and historical allusions.  These issues as they arise in Looking-Glass are in 

principle no different from their instances in other texts: for example, in translating 

any metrical and rhymed verses it is impossible to maintain both literal accuracy of 

translation and conformity to the verse structure. Looking-Glass, however, also 

presents a problem which Wonderland lacks, namely the nonsense words of 

Jabberwocky.  Since some of these are recognisably concocted from real words and 

others pure invention, I followed that practice in my translation, producing – 

hopefully at least – Doric nonsense as a counterpart to Carroll’s English 

nonsense.  This paper will discuss, and offer for critical scrutiny, some of the specific 

devices which I have adopted to render Carroll’s stylistic tricks. 

 

Keywords: Scots dialects, Doric literature, verse translation, nonsense words, 

cultural translation,  
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Ekaterina Shatalova: Through the Looking-Glass with a Soviet Twist 

From fairy tales (H. C. Andersen’s The Snow Queen, the Grimm Brothers’ Snow 

White) to fantasy fiction (Tolkien, J.K. Rowling), the mirror motif has always played 

an important role in children’s literature. According to Lucie Armitt, the most 

common function of a mirror in fantasy narratives is to provide means for the 

characters to move between worlds (2005, 41). 

Mirror as a magical portal was used in Vitaly Gubarev’s 1951 fantasy story The 

Kingdom of Crooked Mirrors, which is often compared to Carroll’s Through the 

Looking-Glass. The main character, a young and ill-mannered girl Olya (who is not 

just an ordinary girl, but a member of the former Soviet youth organisation)steps 

through the mirror where she meets her inverted double Yalo, ‘a negative example 

[...] that helps Olya to attain self-understanding’ (Hellman 2013, 454). 

Together they travel to a secondary world (found among the pages of an open fairy 

tale book) – a kingdom ruled by a foolish dictator-like king who forces his subjects to 

make falsifying mirrors which distort the reality (the devil’s mirror), creating an 

illusion of a better life (can be read as an allegory of the Soviet regime). Serving as 

initiatory tool, the mirror thus functions on several levels. The whole story is built 

on the inversion idea, even the names of the kingdom’s characters (charactonyms) 

suggest distinctive traits of their owners when read backwards – a wordplay which 

is again reminiscent of Carroll’s language games. 

What are other similarities and differences between these two mirror-world texts? 

What are the intertextual connections? What are the functions of mirror narratives 

in Gubarev’s and Carroll’s works? These are just some of the questions that this 

paper will investigate. 

Keywords: mirror narratives, mirror worlds, children’s literature, fantasy, Soviet 

literature 

 
Villains as presented in the 1963 film adaptation of The Kingdom of Crooked Mirrors.  
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Roundtable  “It’s all in some language I don’t know.” Jabberwocky in/as 

Poetry, Translation, and Transmedia Imagetext 

  

Björn Sundmark (University of Malmö) 

Kit Kelen (University of Macau) 

Anna Kérchy (University of Szeged)  

Michael Everson (Evertype Publishing)  

 

“Jabberwocky” is commonly considered as the most famous nonsense poem in 

English literature, and a “Holy Grail of translation” (Heyman 2015) because of its 

eliciting cognitive dissonance strategically grounded in language games which play 

with the creative conjoining of philosophically challenging notions of 

untranslatability and unimaginability. Despite the apparent impossibility of its 

transcultural adaptation, the poem has been translated, re-translated and 

remediated into a great number of languages, genres, and media forms since its first 

publication in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass (1872). Our panel explains 

the agenda of our co-edited volume The Jabberwocky Companion (forthcoming with 

Evertype) that includes translations of “Jabberwocky” into 42 different languages, 

from Afrikaans to Yiddish, accompanied by an explanatory essay on each translation 

(and several illustrations) by a scholar with knowledge in that language/literature 

who comments on the specificities and curiosities of the verbal/visual transfer. The 

project treads in the footsteps of Warren Weaver’s pioneering Alice in Many Tongues 

(1964) and Jon A. Lindseth and Alan Tannebaum’s immense collaborative enterprise 

Alice in a World of Wonderlands (2015).  We aim to fill in a gap in Carroll studies by 

providing an overview of the 150-year translation history of “Jabberwocky”. The 

analyses of translations of “Jabberwocky” by scholars, critics and translators from 

around the world allow us to compare such translation strategies as domestication 

and foreignization, of mimicry and defamiliarization. It also helps us understand 

how and why Jabberwocky gained an iconic status as an object of translation and as 

a critical touchstone in Carroll scholarship, translation studies, theories of nonsense, 

and likewise in children’s literature research. Björn Sundmark’s paper outlines the 

history of “Jabberwocky” in translation and provides a comparative lit-perspective 

on the 42 contributions to the volume. Kit Kelen focuses on “Jabberwocky” as “an 

impossible poem demanding translation” and argues that the attempt to translate 

nonsense poetry into other languages may be seen in the light of a post-/modernist 

apprenticeship to poetry making more generally. Anna Kérchy interprets 

“Jabberwocky” as an intriguing case of intersemiotic translation; she locates Carroll 

as a precursor of transmedia storytelling and traces a typology of imagetextual 

monstrosities in postmodern repurposings of the Carrollian beast.  
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Musical Contribution: Tim Hunter  - Living in a Looking-Glass Work 

2021 is the 150th anniversary of the publication of ‘Through The Looking Glass’ by 

Lewis Carroll. I’d argue there’s no better a way to celebrate this anniversary than by 

listening to ‘Living In A Glass World’ - a musical fantasy which I created in 2019 

where the 150th anniversary is integral to the story. This highly acclaimed musical 

fantasy adds another dimension to Carrol’s classic work. 

The album was the result of extensive research into Lewis Carroll’s (or his real 

name Charles Dodgson’s) life and writings. I read his full set of diaries, read many 

early works, including those published in the Whitby Gazette and the later more 

famous works. The Lewis Carroll society was particularly helpful, including Edward 

Wakelin, who put together the Lewis Carroll diaries. 

I found the connections between Dodgson and North Yorkshire particularly 

interesting and I decided to base my fantasy on these connections. Dodgson’s family 

home for 25 years was in Croft –upon-Tees, Richmondshire in North Yorkshire. His 

father was Rector of Croft and Archdeacon of Richmond, and a canon of Ripon 

Cathedral. 

Dodgson also made many documented visits to Whitby (recorded in his diaries), 

including a two month revision school in 1854 set up to prepare Dodgson and others 

for their finals at Oxford. Dodgson also had his first literary works published in the 

Whitby Gazette. After many years at Oxford, Dodgson returned to Whitby In 1871, 

Dodgson attended the marriage of his brother, Wilfred , to Alice Donkin in Sleights. 

My musical fantasy is set in this 1871 period, where the publication of Dodgson’s 

new novel, as yet untitled, is imminent but he’s not yet finished it and can’t think of 

a title. 

My story features a fictitious hotel owner, William Smith (a reference to a character 

in one of Dodgson’s earlier works, ‘Wilhelm von Schmitz’). The idea is that Dodson’s 

visits since 1854 had been to Smith’s hotel, and that he knew Smith’ daughter, 

Sarah, and  had read stories to her when she was  young on the Whitby beach. This 

kind of storytelling has been claimed by some to be the beginnings of Dodgson’s 

secondary career as a fantasy storywriter (as well as being mathematician).  

Smith has suspected that Dodgson was actually Lewis Carroll (a fact that Dodgson 

liked to keep secret). With proof from Dodgson’s signature in the hotel signing in 

book when compared with an autographed copy of Alice in Wonderland, Smith 

confronts Dodson about his secret identity and asks for a favour. Smith feels that 

Dodgson has an affinity and understanding of young people which might enable 

Dodgson to sort out a big problem – the disappearance of Sarah. Sarah has vanished 

from the hotel drawing room, where she had been spending a lot of time staring into 

the looking glass. It turns out that Sarah has actually gone through the looking 

glass into the world of 2021, where she’s become obsessed with staring into 2021 ‘s 

own ‘looking glasses’  – i.e. computers. Looking across the 150 years gap there are 

many refences to the new obsessions associated with a new kind of ‘looking glass’ i.e. 

the internet. 
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Dodgson steps through the looking glass, 150 years into the future, to try and bring 

Sarah home, but he has to firstly ensure that the politically correct ‘Red Queen’, who 

in this futuristic world is all powerful, is defeated in a chess game. In 2021 Dodgson 

encounters characters who will feature in his new book, like the Jabberwocky. 

Taking a stroll on Whitby, he encounters Steam Punks (who seem to be dressed like 

him in 19th century fashion) , and he persuades Sarah to end her obsession with 

computers and return with him to 1871, even though she likes the new world, 

particularly her new friends The White Rabbit and The Walrus. 

After walking on the Whitby beach (which some say inspired ‘The Walrus and the 

Carpenter’) Dodson and Sarah defeat the Red Queen  - but the way back is barred – 

the Red Queen has smashed the looking glass. However, there is another route – on 

a Tea Tray. Together (accompanied by the White Rabbit and the Walrus) they fly 

back to 1871 on a ‘Tea Tray In The Sky’ to be reunited with William Smith for a 

celebratory tea party. But Dodgson is not there – he’s already hurrying back to 

Oxford as he has finally come up with the title of his new novel (‘Through The 

Looking Glass’) and multiple new ideas. Dodgson leaves Smith with a present, 

though,  - a new song – ‘The Lady of The Ladle’ (an early poem published in the 

Whitby Gazette)  - which Smith sings to close the album.  

So, after that preamble, the full album will play, because it should be self-

explanatory from then on. The opening track is ‘The Ancient Rectory of Croft’, itself 

containing references to an early Dodgson poem (Lays of sorrow no.2) . Dodgson is 

returning home to Yorkshire to attend his brother’s wedding in Whitby. 

https://timmusicworld.bandcamp.com/album/tim-hunter-living-in-a-looking-glass-

world 

Tim also has a musical podcast: https://www.mixcloud.com/TimMusicWorld/. 

  

https://timmusicworld.bandcamp.com/album/tim-hunter-living-in-a-looking-glass-world
https://timmusicworld.bandcamp.com/album/tim-hunter-living-in-a-looking-glass-world
https://www.mixcloud.com/TimMusicWorld/
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